• Testbeds prepare the G-WiN:
-gain experience with gigabit networks -demonstrate need for G-WiN with selected applications from scientific computing
• metacomputing • multimedia
• Additional benefit:
-experience for a proposed "grid" of 4 German HPC-centers • Synopsis:
• coupled-fields application:
shmem-based ocean-ice model (MOM-2) on T3E MPI-based atmospheric model (IFS) on SP2 MPI-based CMS flux coupler on T3E
• Communication Patterns:
• 2-D surface data is exchanged at the beginning of every timestep, application blocks until transfer is finished 
Design

Solute Transport in Ground Water
• Partners:
• Institute for Petroleum and Geochemistry (FZJ)
• Central Institute for Applied Mathematics (FZJ)
• Synopsis:
FE ground-water flow simulation (TRACE) on SP2 Monte-Carlo particle simulation (PARTRACE) on T3E
• 3-D flow field is transferred from TRACE to PARTRACE at the beginning of every timestep, no feedback from PARTRACE needed 10 -100 MByte every 2 -10 seconds (planned: 2 GByte every ? seconds) 
Design
Porting Parallel and Distributed Applications from CISPAR
• Pallas GmbH • SCAI (GMD)
• coupled-fields applications:
structural mechanics (PAM-SOLID, PERMAS), fluid dynamics (STAR-CD, LiSS 3D) coupled by COCOLIB
• -more tools like meta-VAMPIR, meta-Totalview, ... -resource co-allocation
